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Understanding industry maturity

Restaurant brands must understand how their Gift Card capabilities
need to mature to support the 'new normal.'
GiftNow commissioned Incisiv to assess the adoption of digital gift card features across leading Fast Casual
restaurant brands.
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Unless stated otherwise, all data cited in this summary is from the Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

Market

Most fast casual restaurants enable
gift cards to be purchased online...
"What is our gift card strategy?
It's a build it, and they will come. We now sell gift
cards online, but we don't really 'sell' them."
VP, IT
Fast Casual Brand

...but the journey stops there.
There is little integration across the
buying journey.
0%
Restaurant brands provide recommendations
in the search bar for gift cards

ATTRIBUTE

ADOPTION

ATTRIBUTE

ADOPTION

Purchase gift cards
(Online and Mobile Web)

88%

Schedule delivery of eGift cards

60%

Link on home page to buy giftcards

96%

Gift cards for occasions

46%

Enter custom denomination

74%

Pay via PayPal/Third party wallets

22%

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

Gift cards are not integrated with
the rest of the business.
98%
Fast casual restaurants have low integration
between their gift card and digital systems.

ATTRIBUTE

ADOPTION

Buy corporate gift cards

32%

Check balance on account page

16%

Add gift card to mobile wallet
(Recipient)

31%

Pay for gift cards with loyalty points

2%

Deliver gift cards via text message
or IM

6%

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

And integration will be necessary
to elevate the shopper
experience.
"Unfortunately it (frictionless) has meant commerce to
most. To me it's about making things easy for our
guests. We have a long way to go when serving a
younger demographic or new customer segments
(B2B gifting)."
VP, Marketing
Fast Casual Brand

"I think we are missing a big opportunity by not
integrating our gift card and points (loyalty) program."
Director, Marketing & Loyalty
Fast Casual Brand
"We haven't given much thought to our gift card
platform. Integrating it with our other digital projects
isn't even on the roadmap."
VP, IT
Fast Casual Brand
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Leaving the legacy mindset behind

Gift Cards are a legacy physical business in
an increasingly digital world.
Historically, the performance of the Gift Card market in the US has been robust. It's a
$160 billion-plus market that has been registering double-digit growth since 2015.
While overall growth has slowed, it's still on track to grow more than 9% over the
next 2-3 years. The predominant driver of growth has been the proliferation of
distribution channels. Restaurant brands have focused on making their physical gift
cards widely available across retail stores, including grocery, big box and discount.
While the majority of gift card sales are still physical, digital adoption of gift cards has
been tepid at best. There may be two core reasons for this. The first is the nature of
gifting itself. Most consumers still put currency in giving a physical card instead of a
digital link, which they may feel is more impersonal. The second is the digital gift card
buying experience. The online gift card purchase and redemption processes can be
inconsistent across channels and can make for a poor experience. With digital
restaurant sales on track to cross 50% by 2025, restaurant brands can't afford to be
stuck with a legacy toolset and an outdated digital user experience.

~95%

23%

of Gift Card sales were physical

growth of digital gift card adoption

(2019)

(2020-25)

Source: Incisiv Analysis

Gift Card 1.0 (Legacy Thinking)

Gift Card 2.0 (Digital Mindset)

Gift cards are viewed primarily as a stand
alone tender type.

Gift cards are viewed as a tool of shopper
engagement and proxy for customer retention.

Sales driven by wide physical distribution
rather than smarter suggestions.

Smart recommendations drive cross-sell of gift
cards and products.

Online - Offline process (purchase to
redemption) not simple and seamless.

Omnichannel process to support purchase and
redemption across channels and wallets.

Limited personalization and customization
ability.

Greater ability to personalize, and make the
transaction simpler.

Low or no integration with loyalty and other
engagement systems.

Easy to access and use from loyalty account(s),
shopper wallets.

Non-native digital experience .

Digital (mobile first) user experience .

Transitioning to a digital first business will require
focusing on these 4 pillars of transformation.
Frictionless
Enable quick and seamless
purchase and redemption
through better integration and
UX design.

Personalized
Enable deeper personalization
of the gift card creation
process.

Omnichannel
Enable the purchase, transfer,
redemption and re-load across
all channels.

Recommendations
Enable smarter sales by
recommending or curating gift
card options and relevant
products.

These four pillars should be viewed as dimensions of the new shopper experience, and it's important to call out
that restaurant brands need to focus on improving their maturity across all of these - improvement or focus on
just one dimension won't be effective.

69%
of restaurants analyzed have
eGift cards that can't be added
to the recipients mobile wallet

87%
of physical gift cards are
delivered after 10+ days

FRICTIONLESS
Enable quick and seamless purchase and redemption through better integration and UX design.
Eliminating points of friction from the shopper experience is the most critical of our transformation
areas because it addresses the most critical shopper expectation today: speed.

Only 38%
of restaurants analyzed have
a prominent position for gift
cards on the Home Page

Most fast casual restaurant brands evaluated allow online shoppers (desktop, mobile web) to purchase
gift cards, but the experience stops there. While buying a gift card may be easy online, delivery and
redemption often isn't. It's unacceptable that 60% of eGift cards take over an hour to be delivered, and
87% of physical gift cards are delivered after 10+ days. The in-restaurant experience is fraught with
friction, often requiring crew or management to processing gift cards from back of house or needing
manager intervention for redemption.

60%
of eGift cards take more than hour
to be delivered to the recipient

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

Restaurant brands have to think beyond the transaction/purchase and focus on eliminating friction
across the entire journey of discovery, purchase, delivery and redemption. This means thinking about
points of friction (number of shopper inputs, entering credit card data, third party wallets, adding a
card to member account, etc.) in the context of the form factor and ensuring prompt ful llment of
both physical and eGift cards.

Only 6%
of eGift card redemption
processes evaluated can be sent
via a text message or IM

98%
of restaurant brands evaluated
have not integrated their gift card
balance to their customer account

98%
of restaurants evaluated don't
allow gift card balances to be
checked from the loyalty account

40%
of restaurants evaluated don't
allow omnichannel gift card
redemption

OMNICHANNEL
Enable the purchase, transfer, redemption and re-load across all channels.
Shoppers are channel-agnostic. They shop where they want, when they want, and they expect
restaurant brands to make their journey seamless.
Because gift cards are a legacy-minded business, the Omnichannel gift card process has been given
little attention. The primary product is physical. The primary distribution and redemption channel is
the store. Therefore, the mobile and digital process for buying gift cards feels like they've been added
as an afterthought.
Gift card technology hasn't been integrated into the overall digital experience- and it shows. It's
table-stakes that shoppers see their gift card details in their member/loyalty account, yet it's not
enabled. Because digital commerce was historically less than 5% of a restaurant brand's business,
and gift card's were predominantly a physical sale, gift card systems have not been integrated with
other parts of the business. With COVID-19 accelerating digital adoption across demographics, the
downside is clear. Restaurant brands have to make omnichannel integration (including Social) a
priority if they are to sustain the growth of their gift card business.

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

84%
of restaurants evaluated allow
personal messages to be sent

46%
of restaurant brands sell gift cards
by occasion

Only 2%
of restaurants allow personal
videos to be sent with gift card

PERSONALIZED
Enable deeper personalization of the gift card creation.
Shoppers view gift cards as more than just a tender; they want them to mean something to the
recipient. Restaurant brands have to provide shoppers an easy and e ective way to make their gift
special.
The restaurant industry has paid little attention to the trends around personalization. While the
majority of brands evaluated allow shoppers to create personalized messages to recipients (as long as
they stay within a framework of design and message size), this is only base-level personalization. A
limited few allow for occasion-based personalization or for the ability to add photos or video.

76%

First, it comes down to creating uniqueness, and that means the need to provide assortment exibility.
What's the range of templates, designs, and occasions that provide the closest match to the gift's

of restaurants don't allow custom

purpose? The second is o ering creativity assistance. How can restaurant brands guide shoppers to
think about how they can communicate better - suggesting images, messages, examples to sharpen
both what they say and how they say it?

themes / pictures

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

0%
of restaurants evaluated suggest
any cross-sell opportunities with
gift cards

0%
of restaurants evaluated suggest
gift cards in the search bar

RECOMMENDATIONS
Enable smarter sales by recommending or curating gift card options and relevant products.
Shoppers are drowning in choices, and restaurant brands can reduce their cognitive overload by
helping them choose the right product or gift card with a helpful suggestion.
Recommendations lie at the heart of the digital experience, and the top eCommerce retailers have
built many of the world's stickiest customer experiences by focusing on them. Curation of the right
products not only helps in cross-selling and up-selling but also improves guest satisfaction. NO

Only 2%
of restaurants evaluated have fully
integrated their gift card and
digital systems

Source: Incisiv - GiftNow Gift Card Assessment Project

RESTAURANT BRAND EVALUATED suggest gift card as a product while searching, or suggest
product options based on a gift card type. This points to the nascency of restaurant brands' digital
practices and that they may clearly be leaving money on the table by not making practical product
recommendations.
The central problem here is the same: integration and linkages with other parts of the digital
platform. Gift cards need to be set up as products with deeper attributes that are integrated with
industry search and recommendations engines. Expanding attributes to include things like occasion,
templates, etc. helps improve the shopper social graph and lead to better segmentation and targeting.
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Incisiv is a peer-to-peer

GiftNow, from Synchrony’s Loop

executive network and industry
insights rm for consumer

Commerce, is a holistic Gift Experience
Management™ (GXM) solution that

industry executives navigating
digital disruption.

takes the friction out of gifting.

Incisiv o ers curated executive
learning, digital maturity
benchmarks and prescriptive
transformation insights to
clients across the consumer and
technology industry spectrum.
incisiv.com

With GiftNow’s purpose-built GXM
platform, gifters can send
personalized digital gifts and gift cards
in seconds via email or text. Recipients
can exchange or modify the gift on
their device before it ships. GiftNow
enables memorable experiences that
bene t gift givers and recipients, as
well as corporate gifting programs,
premium specialty and department
retailers, and direct to consumer
brands.
giftnow.com

Want to access the
entire analysis?
This eBook provides a summary of the data
gathered in the analysis, for more details and
additional perspective please feel reach out
to GiftNow by emailing them at:

hello@giftnow.com

